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 by Abee5   

Joseph Fox Bookshop 

"Mainly Architectural Literature"

Joseph Fox Bookshop declared its independence in 1951 and has

remained as such for almost 50 years. On a quiet section of Sansom

Street, look for the oak sign with yellow letters. Walk down the steps. The

bookshop is a cramped two aisles, with stuffed shelves and piles of

classics on the floor. What makes small bookstores fun is that the

selection tends to reflect the bookseller's taste rather than what's on top

of the bestseller list: There's a good selection of good books here, not just

popular ones. To your left, in the back, is a substantial section on

architecture. If something you're looking for is out-of-print, they will do a

search for no charge. A children's section is there to entertain the kids;

you could stick your hand in anywhere on the shelves and come up with a

good book to pass the time.

 +1 215 563 4184  www.foxbookshop.com/  mfox@foxbookshop.com  1724 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia PA

 by Public Domain   

Book Corner 

"Hardcovers and Paperbacks"

Book Corner can be found centrally located in the buzzing museum

district. It is an ideal store to pick or pursue your next anticipated read.

The stock here is donated entirely by the locals of Philadelphia. Thus,

browsing it is like discovering the consciousness of the Philadelphians.

The volunteers and service staff at this book store are quite friendly. One

thing that is hard to miss is that this store is designed like any other

traditional retail outlet. Books of various genres are organized expertly

and displayed attractively to catch your attention. Apart from low-priced

books, you can also find an extensive collection of CDs, DVDs and Vinyl at

Book Corner. The store's eclectic stock surely appeals to every book nerd

and bargain lover.

 +1 215 567 0527  Info@libraryfriends.info  311 North 20th Street, Philadelphia PA
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Atomic City Comics 

"Books and More"

A bookstore housing the largest collection of comics in Philadelphia, the

Atomic City Comics is located right in the heart of South Street. It is also

known to host a lot of art shows and host signings. The store also houses

a collection of t-shirts, graphic novels and magna. A lot of locals favorite

this bookstore and praise the efficient staff and the humongous collection.

 +1 215 625 9613  638 South Street, Philadelphia PA
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Philadelphia Record Exchange 

"Used Vinyl Records and CDs"

The Philadelphia Record Exchange carries an eclectic collection of Old

Punk, Jazz, R&B and Rock albums on vinyl and a growing collection on

CD. There are two stores, one for Rock and the other for Jazz, Folk and

Classical. Trade-ins are accepted on already reasonably priced records.

Philadelphia Record Exchange consistently showcase the best of

selections at attractive prices. The store is very clean and perfectly laid

out for the ease of browsing and navigation. They have numerous deals

on music of all generes and everything is available at great prices, here. If

there ever was, that one record you were hunting for, chances are you will

find it here. Their staff is highly knowledgeable and everyone in the shop

has a great taste in music.

 +1 215 425 4389  www.philarecx.com/  phreexch@comcast.net  1524 Frankford Avenue,

Philadelphia PA
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Ontario Street Comics 

"X-Men and Archies"

Ontario Street Comics is located few miles towards the northern end of

Center City. A true gem stocking collectibles and comics, this store was

run as a flea shop earlier. However, the owners have retained the

character of its earlier tenants. You can still see the aisles highlighted with

display cases and folding tables. Ontario Street Comics houses everything

right from movie memorabilia to vintage trading cards. The focus of

Ontario Street Comics, as its name suggests, remains comic-based,

consisting of statues, action figures and a lot more. Ontario Street Comics

features nearly 400,000 prints of back issues under all genres. Apart from

the traditional D.C. and Marvel boxes, back issue collectors will love to

discover large collections of Archies, Charltons, Dells, indie and Classics

Illustrateds.

 +1 215 288 7338  wfink27240@aol.com  2235 West Ontario Street, Kensington,

Philadelphia PA
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The Spiral Bookcase 

"Books for Everyone"

The Spiral Bookstore prides to be one of the most friendliest bookstores in

Manyunk neighborhood. Known for out-of-print and used books, this

community bookstore is located close to the Main Street. The Spiral

Bookstore is renowned for its select stock, flawless customer service,

interactive and fun monthly events and active participation in various local

initiatives. Its owners are quite helpful and friendly and go out of their way

to help you in choosing the right book, be it latest bestsellers or traditional

ones. These people have really championed local authors as well as the

world-popular ones. Its owners are doing a great deal for the community

by running diverse events like a book club, readings and book signings.

 +1 215 482 0704  thespiralbookcase.com/  spiralbookcase@gmail.com  112 Cotton Street,

Philadelphia PA
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